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TO: Vancouver Police Board  
 
FROM: DCC Warren Lemcke, Commanding Support Services Division 
 
SUBJECT:  2014 Operating Budget  
____________________________________________________________________________  
 
RECOMMENDATION:  
 
THAT, subject to further changes resulting from on-going discussions with the City and the 
City’s budget process, the Vancouver Police Board approve the 2014 operating budget totalling 
$221,021,367 for submission to City Council under Section 27(1) of the Police Act.   
 
 
SUMMARY:  
 
VPD’s 2014 operating budget is $221,021,367 which is an increase of 0.6%, or $1,252,774 from 
the 2013 Council approved budget. As the Vancouver Police Union (VPU) collective agreement 
expired on December 31, 2012 and a new agreement is being negotiated, the budget increase 
does not include any wage adjustments that may arise from the labour negotiations.  This 
increase is net of the budget adjustments described below.   
 
With limited new funding and external budget drivers impacting the delivery of police service, 
VPD Management is always reviewing priorities and reallocating resources to achieve value for 
money.  This strategic thought process has been formally documented this year in order to “right 
size” the VPD budget. Areas with known budget room have been identified and budget 
reallocations will be made to fund new initiatives and other unfunded budget pressures.  As a 
result, with the exception of the salary and benefits budget which has been built based on the 
various collective agreements, there is a very small operating budget increase being requested 
from City Council.   
 
The increases for contractual wage increments and benefits are $3,335,693, net of turnover, 
and account for nearly all of the budget increase.  Fringe benefits account for 74% ($2,449,938) 
of this increase largely driven by higher than normal rate increases for pension and health 
premiums and to a “catch up” on certain benefit budgets that were inadequately funded in 2013.  
Sworn and civilian salary adjustments account for approximately 11% ($374,388) and 15% 
($512,367) respectively, of the increase. 
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To balance the city-wide budget and to continue with transformational opportunities, City’s 
Financial Services Group (City Finance) requested all Departments and Boards to identify 
productivity savings.    
 
Salary is the largest component of the VPD budget.  Sworn staffing cannot be reduced as any 
decrease would seriously impact or eliminate the Community Safety Officer pilot program.  
Therefore, reductions of any magnitude could be achieved only through civilian staffing.   
 
For 2014, VPD submitted budget savings totalling $2,009,886, which will result in reducing nine 
(9) civilian positions and one (1) sworn position.  For the civilian positions, this represents 2.6% 
of the civilian authorized strength which is in addition to VPD’s previously agreed civilian 
vacancy rate of 5%, resulting in a civilian vacancy rate of 7.6% and will affect the current level of 
service.  The reduction of the sworn position will increase the current agreed to vacancy level to 
58.   
 
VPD Management continues its review of staffing rationalization and deployment, opportunities 
and processes for further potential productivity savings in 2015 and 2016.    
 
 
POLICY:  
 
Section 27 of the Police Act states that: 
 
(1) On or before November 30 in each year, a municipal police board must prepare and submit 

to the council for its approval a provisional budget for the following year to provide policing 
and law enforcement in the municipality. 

(2) Any changes to the provisional budget under subsection (1) must be submitted to council on 
or before March 1 of the year to which the provisional budget relates. 

(3) If a council does not approve an item in the budget, the director, on application by the 
council or the municipal board, must 
(a) Determine whether the item or amount should be included in the budget, and 
(b) Report the director’s findings to the municipal police board, the council and the minister. 

(4) Subject to subsection (3), a council must include in its budget the costs in the provisional    
budget prepared by the municipal police board. 

 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
Vancouver Police Department Budget Process 
 
Section 27(1) of the Police Act requires the Vancouver Police Board to prepare and submit a 
provisional budget to Council for its consideration by November 30 each year.  Section 27(4) of 
the Police Act states that a Council must include in its budget the costs in the provisional budget 
prepared by the Board except for those items they specifically determine to exclude.  The Act 
also allows for disagreements over any specific items to be escalated to the Director of Police 
Services in the Ministry of Justice.  
 
The City of Vancouver’s (CoV) budget process does not allow for detailed review by City 
Council of the VPD’s budget.  City staff perform a review of certain budgetary areas; however, 
this review does not address the many policy issues that contribute significantly to the funding 
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required to meet all of the VPD’s policy objectives and goals.  Only issues that are determined 
or ranked as a priority by the City’s Corporate Management Team (CMT) are forwarded to City 
Council for their information and/or consideration.   
 
City’s Budget Process for 2014 
 
Starting with the development of the 2013 budget, the City Finance embarked upon a three year 
phased transition to a new budgeting process.  City Finance is in the second year of the three 
year transition.  VPD Management will continue discussions with City Finance to ensure that the 
new processes incorporate the provisions of the Police Act.   
 
The 2014 budget is the second year of a three year transition towards the new budgeting 
process to better align the City’s financial resources with its goals and to link budget to strategy 
through performance metrics.   In 2013, performance metrics and service plans were introduced 
to link measurable results to dollars spent.  This assumes constant business review and change 
to drive value for investment while ensuring accountability of the allocation of resources.   For 
the 2014 budget process, in addition to building on the metrics developed in 2013, Value for 
Money (VFM) proposals (traditionally referred to as business cases) were introduced to support 
investment and productivity decisions aligned to service plans and metrics.  
 
The budget process includes two reports to City Council.  
 

1. Budget Outlook Report   
 

This report is to provide an outlook of the operating and capital budget position and to 
advise Council of the next steps in the budget process.   The intent of the report is to 
highlight key challenges and pressures and the initial direction for funding Council 
priorities.  This first report was presented to Council on October 8, 2013.   

 
2. Budget Report 

 
A budget report will be presented to Council for final budget approval on December 10, 
2013.  The report will provide the recommendations to Council for the 2014 operating 
and capital budget and the proposed budget strategies developed by the CMT to bring 
the budget into balance.   

 
The new budget process has two main components – the Strategic Planning Process and the 
Budget Development Process.  
 
Strategic Planning Process 
 
The Strategic Planning commences at the beginning of the budget process and includes the 
development of services plans and VFM proposals. The service plan identifies potential new 
services or service level changes and cost efficiencies in delivering the services that align with 
goals, strategies and responsibilities.  These plans form the basis of determining what to fund 
and where to allocate budget resources, and the outcome metrics are used to measure 
performance.  These plans are reviewed from a City-wide perspective by the CMT comprising 
senior CoV staff and the department General Managers.   
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City Finance envisions that the service plans allow an equitable, informed allocation of 
resources and identify efficiency opportunities.  Budget allocations align service and productivity 
levels and allow for optimization of capacity to drive efficiency across the City.   
 
Budget Development Process 
 
The budget is developed through the completion of a “financial framework” by City Finance.  
This is developed at the beginning of the budget process and incorporates a top-down approach 
to revenue and expense assumptions based on City’s financial health goals.  The Financial 
Framework is to enable City Finance to set financial goals and guide budget decisions in 
advance of the budget process.  This framework is presented in the Budget Outlook Report to 
Council. 
 
The framework establishes the budget outlook based on various estimates and assumptions.  
The framework document starts with the prior year’s council approved budget.  Mid-year Council 
approvals, fixed costs increases (eg: contractual obligations such as collective agreements and 
utilities increases) are added to estimate the new baseline budget.  Estimated costs of new 
services and emerging cost pressures are identified along with changes to revenues.    
 
From this budget outlook, city wide trade-offs using the Service Plans may need to be made to 
arrive at a city-wide balanced budget target.     
 
Following the Council report, the Departments and Boards may have to further refine their 
budgets in order to align with Council’s direction on balancing the budget.   
 
 
DISCUSSION:  
 
The new service plans are to guide City Finance in the allocation of resources.  VPD’s challenge 
with this new document is identifying appropriate benchmarks and calculating a value for money 
(cost per output) standard for a reactive service such as policing.  While VPD does have metrics 
in place to assess the effectiveness of policing, these metrics may not be relevant for measuring 
the cost of providing the police services nor for determining the amount of the budget.   This 
demonstrates the problem with trying to correlate financial metrics (i.e. service level efficiency 
and value for money) with operational policing metrics. VPD Staff continue to contemplate 
relevant metrics and benchmarks for this budget component.  These concerns have been 
brought to City Finance’s attention as they continue to apply the new theories into a relevant, 
practical, specific action plan on rolling out the new budget process.   
 
The City’s budget continues to be influenced by the uncertain and unpredictable world economic 
environment.  City Finance anticipates continuing the recent trend of modest tax increases and 
have used this general principle for budget planning.     
 
VPD’s detailed budget build process is driven on the same budget build basis as the City, which 
is to start with the current 2013 Council approved budget, add mid-year Council approved items, 
add contractual fixed costs, plus new initiatives from the Service Plans, and areas of financial 
pressure/underfunded line items to derive the preliminary 2014 operating budget.   
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The development of the budget also aligns with the Vancouver Police Board’s Strategic 
direction of:  
 

- crime reduction, 
- improved road safety, 
- organized crime disruption, 
- enhanced community based crime prevention, 
- mental health advocacy, and  
- reduction in administrative burden.    

 
With the expectation that there will be very limited new funding and external budget drivers 
impacting the delivery of police service, VPD Management is always reviewing priorities and 
reallocating resources to achieve value for money.   This strategic thought process has been 
formally documented this year in order to “right size” the VPD budget.  Areas with known budget 
room have been identified and budget reallocations will be made to fund new initiatives and 
certain other unfunded budget pressures.   
 
While some areas of the budget have been right sized, there are budget pressures in other 
areas as well that will result in variances and will need to be managed; however, VPD is unable 
to “right size” the entire budget as there are limited areas for reallocation.   
 
As a result of the right sizing approach, with the exception of the salary and benefits budget and 
the effect of current wage negotiations, there is a very small budget increase being requested 
from City Council for 2014. 
 
The VPD’s budget composition is largely comprised of salaries and related benefits (88%).  
Other directly related operational costs such as fleet, uniform and equipment comprise another 
6%.  Of the remaining 6% of the budget, 1% is allocated to the Criminal Investigation Fund 
which is used to investigate and solve serious crimes, and a large portion (3.6%) is allocated to 
fixed program costs such as training, the Community Policing Centre program, Vancouver Jail 
operations, facility rent, contractual obligations and telecommunications.   The remaining 1.4% 
is for administrative expenses (eg. office supplies, computers) and officer health and safety 
programs.   
 
Considering the above breakdown, it is quite apparent that there are very few areas to 
reallocate resources to cover budget pressures and very little ability for management to reduce 
the budget without reducing staff or eliminating programs.   
 
No provision for general inflation has been provided in recent budget years and this puts 
pressure on the VPD’s budget as there is little control over what the market will charge for 
goods and services.  Any increases, coupled with the escalating factors within contracts and 
agreements that have also not been funded, will have to be offset from internal sources, 
possibly impacting overall effectiveness of operations.  
 
The budget build process should include previously approved funding by Council.   Since 2009, 
Council approved VPD Information Technology projects that have been or will be completing in 
2013.  These projects will have annual maintenance and license fees totalling approximately 
$355,000 in 2014 which should have been added to our budget but were not.  Approximately 
$160,000 of these unfunded IT pressures have been ‘right sized” through the internal 
reallocations mentioned above.  However, approximately $200,000 remains unfunded and will 
have to be managed internally.   
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Although total annual funding allocations have increased in prior years, they have mainly been 
provided for contractual salary obligations and have been inadequate to maintain service levels.  
This has necessitated the holding of vacancies.  In addition, the budget has not met growing 
service demands as a result of legislative and technological changes, policing trends and 
increasing demands for public safety and order during protests and demonstrations. 
 
 
2014 Base Budget / Target (Appendix) 
 
The 2014 budget target allocated by City Finance to the VPD totals $221,021,367.  This 
represents an increase of $1,252,774 or 0.6% over the 2013 budget and is largely attributable to 
wage increases pursuant to existing collective agreements.  As the Vancouver Police Union 
(VPU) collective agreement expired on December 31, 2012 and a new agreement is being 
negotiated, the budget increase does not include any wage adjustments that may arise from the 
labour negotiations.   
 
This amount is net of the budget reductions totalling $2,009,886 detailed below and is a budget 
that will allow the VPD to maintain the current level of service, with the exception of the 
programs and staffing curtailed by the limited budget increase.     
 
Key external or uncontrollable items addressed in the 2014 base budget include: 
 

 an increase of $3,335,693 for police recruits, negotiated wage increases, negotiated pay 
increments,  exempt civilian wage provision, fringe benefits and premiums,  

 an increase of $95,830 to annualize the costs for the new Community Safety program,   
 an increase of $147,491 for contractual items (rent, utilities, insurance), and  
 a decrease of $316,350 in the fleet allocation. 

 
The VPD continues to work collaboratively with FP&A on the sworn attrition model, which is 
used to budget for sworn salaries.  There is agreement by both parties that utilizing the most 
current information regarding attrition and hiring would yield more refined budget figures.  
 
Since 2011, VPD Management has committed to an average sworn vacancy rate of 57 sworn 
officers to assist to alleviate the City’s overall budget pressures.  In 2014, this vacancy rate will 
rise by one (1) to 58 to account for a sworn position that will be pulled back from a multi-agency 
program.   
 
Using current staffing levels, VPD Finance projects that the 2014 average sworn vacancy will be 
51 which is short of the target of 58 by 7 bodies.  Given the inherent uncertainty of any 
projection, City Finance proposed and VPD accepted that an amount of approximately $361,000 
(half of the difference between 51 and 58 vacancies) be removed from the budget and held in a 
reserve account in City’s accounts pending any untoward occurrence in 2014 that would 
otherwise cause VPD to be in a deficit at year end.  This amount is to be treated the same as 
the Granville Entertainment District reserve discussed below. 
   
The Vancouver Police Union’s (VPU) contract expired on December 31, 2012.  There is no 
provision in VPD’s 2014 budget for any retroactive or new salary increases.   
 
A review of the Exempt civilians contracts are also due for review in 2014 and an estimate has 
been included in the budget accordingly    
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The 2014 budget also does not include any provision for any contingent, large scale events 
such as the Stanley Cup Playoffs.  
 
In 2008, Council approved additional funding of $253,000 for policing the Granville 
Entertainment District.  At that time, there was a one-time adjustment to provide this funding 
from surplus, resulting in no increase to the VPD’s budget.  VPD would prefer that this item be 
adjusted into the VPD budget, but instead, consistent with prior years, City Finance has 
committed that should VPD be in a year end deficit position, the deficit will be offset by up to 
$253,000 from City reserves; therefore, there is no budget risk for this item.   
 
Included in the City’s General Revenue and Expense accounts and not allocated directly to the 
VPD’s budget is the City’s share of the Provincial ticket fine revenues under the Traffic Ticket 
Fine Sharing Grant program and charges and levies arising from E-Comm and PrimeCorp.  
 
All buildings occupied by VPD are centrally managed by City Real Estate & Facilities 
Management, who establishes and manages the related facilities budget and any related 
variances.  While VPD is the major user of the Tactical Training Centre (TTC), this City owned 
and operated facility is also centrally managed by City Real Estate & Facilities Management.  
Building operating costs for these facilities are not included in the VPD base budget, however, 
the cost allocations are reported by City Finance as policing costs.  
 

Further, the base budget is subject to changes resulting from on-going discussions with City 
Finance as the budget process progresses and for budget allocations that are developed by 
other City departments including Equipment Services, Traffic and Electrical Operations, Real 
Estate and Facilities Management.   
 
 
2014 Service Plan – Value for Money 
 
VPD submitted four new service initiatives in the Service Plan totalling $835,826.  However, with 
the reality that there is very little new funding available city-wide and the existence of an overall 
city-wide budget gap at this stage of the budget development process, VPD Finance felt there 
was little likelihood that these initiatives would be funded.  Therefore, VPD Management 
undertook a detailed review to reprioritize and reallocate from within the existing VPD budget to 
fund three of the service initiatives. 
 
The fourth initiative is the Community Safety Officer Program which has already been approved 
by Council in 2013 as a three year pilot program. The funding required in 2014 is to provide for 
a full year of costs, as the first year was only funded for nine (9) months as the pilot commenced 
on April 1, 2013.  The annual increase for 2014 is offset by the reduction of one-time costs that 
were provided in 2013, resulting in a net incremental increase of $95,826.  
 
 
2014 Budget Reductions and Adjustments   
 
Productivity Savings 
 
As part of the budget development process to balance the city-wide budget and to continue with 
transformational opportunities, City Finance requested that each Department/Board commit to 
finding productivity savings within the existing budget.  As salary is the largest component of the 
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budget, any reductions of any magnitude would have to impact staff.  Sworn staffing cannot be 
reduced as any decrease would seriously impact or eliminate the Community Safety pilot 
program and could result in VPD not being able to meet its strategic goals and targets. 
Therefore, only civilian staffing would have to be impacted.   
 
Responding to this pressure, VPD proposed budget reductions and adjustments totalling 
$2,009,886.  The reductions will result in reducing the current civilian staffing by one (1) exempt 
civilian and eight (8) Teamsters positions, which represents 2.6% of the civilian authorized 
strength and is in addition to our previously agreed civilian vacancy rate of 5%, resulting in a 
civilian vacancy rate of 7.6%.  In addition, there will be a reduction of one (1) sworn Sergeant 
position that is currently contributed to a multi-agency program.  However, this will be offset to 
some degree by having to make a cash contribution to the program costs to meet VPD’s 
obligations.  This sworn reduction will increase the agreed to vacancies to 58.   
 
Other adjustments include a temporary increase for salary recoveries from the Federal 
Government and a refinement of the sworn attrition model.  The latter adjustment is not a true 
budget reduction but is a calculation adjustment that does reduce the 2014 budget.  
 
VPD Management cannot provide any further adjustments in 2014. 
 
 
Opportunities 
 
With City Finance’s goal to keep tax increases within inflationary levels (or lower), there will be 
an on-going challenge to fund all cost pressures.  For VPD, salary is the largest component of 
the budget and increases to the VPD budget are largely due to contractual wage increases that 
are often uncontrollable as they may be arbitrated.  The Vancouver Police Board Finance 
Committee is keenly aware of the growing problem and works to ensure the costs of policing are 
sustainable.  VPD Management has worked progressively and is constantly proactively 
managing to leverage and deploy existing resources to address emerging trends or to manage 
costs while remaining within its budget.   
 
The VPD is always looking for ways to become more efficient and effective.  To further this goal, 
in 2013, VPD implemented a three-year pilot project to introduce the deployment of Community 
Safety Personnel (CSPs).  CSPs would respond to lower-priority, lower-risk, and lower-
complexity incidents and also have a particular focus on community engagement and customer 
service.  By having CSPs respond to such incidents, regular police officers should have more 
proactive policing time and be more available for higher-priority incidents.  The CSPs would not 
require the full training and outfitting of a sworn officer and therefore, costs would be lower.   
 
VPD Management is also committed to further exploring other opportunities for budget savings.  
These include discussions with our partner agencies, local municipalities and the Provincial 
Government, rationalizing civilian and sworn staff allocations in relation to current processes 
and opportunities for technology investments.   
 
VPD is aware of the efficiency gains that can be made with investment in technology.  However, 
understandably, being able to keep up with constant improvements in technology is not feasible 
within City’s limited capital funding.  Likewise, as noted earlier, technology projects also entail 
on-going costs to maintain the systems and service.  
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CONCLUSION:  
 
The VPD’s 2014 operating budget is $221,021,367, subject to further discussions and changes 
from City Finance.   
 
 
 
 
 
Author: Nancy Eng Telephone: 604-717-3017 Date: October 31, 2013 
    
Submitting Executive Member:   Warwick Wright  

  Date: 604-717-3583 
(signature) 
 



Appendix

2014

BUDGET

2013

BUDGET CHANGE

% 

CHANGE
REVENUES AND RECOVERIES

RECOVERIES
Federal Government (339,100)$                  (139,100)$                  (200,000)$           144%
Provincial Government (120,000)                    (120,000)                   ‐                       0%
Secondments (9,064,106)                 (8,937,340)                (126,766)            1%
Other Local Governments (138,700)                    (138,700)                   ‐                       0%
Other Recoveries (2,509,860)                 (2,409,858)                (100,002)            4%

(12,171,766)              (11,744,998)             (426,768)            4%

REVENUES
Fees (1,171,200)                 (1,071,200)                (100,000)            9%
Grants & Donations (180,200)                    (180,200)                   ‐                       0%
Unclaimed Cash (200,000)                    (200,000)                   ‐                       0%
Other Revenues (367,060)                    (277,070)                   (89,990)               32%

(1,918,460)                 (1,728,470)                (189,990)            11%

TOTAL REVENUES AND RECOVERIES (14,090,226)              (13,473,468)             (616,758)            5%

EXPENSES

PAYROLL

Sworn Salaries 135,382,440              135,276,184              106,256                0%
Sworn Overtime 6,846,030                  6,481,030                 365,000              6%
Sworn Overtime ‐ Court 1,187,090                  1,387,090                 (200,000)            ‐14%
Statutory Holidays 5,390,960                  5,390,911                 49                         0%
Liquor Callouts 839,470                     839,470                    ‐                       0%

149,645,990             149,374,685            271,305              0%

Civilian Salaries 20,167,962                 20,281,976                 (114,014)              ‐1%
Casual & Temp Salaries 2,458,725                  2,284,479                 174,246              8%
Civilian Overtime 239,100                     235,000                    4,100                   2%

22,865,787                22,801,455               64,332                 0%

Fringe Benefits 35,052,230                32,780,392               2,271,838          7%

    TOTAL PAYROLL 207,564,007             204,956,532            2,607,476          1%

FLEET OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 9,108,490                   9,427,273                   (318,783)              ‐3%
BUILDING MAINTENANCE 345,200                     389,239                    (44,039)               ‐11%
LEGAL 682,500                     682,500                    ‐                       0%
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION FUND 2,675,850                  3,052,035                 (376,185)            ‐12%
TELEPHONES 459,330                     460,963                    (1,633)                  0%

UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 5,576,315                   5,676,906                   (100,591)              ‐2%
TRAVEL & TRAINING 1,421,600                  1,509,986                 (88,386)               ‐6%
COMMUNITY POLICE CENTRES 1,005,600                  1,032,349                 (26,749)               ‐3%

OTHER OPERATING COSTS 6,807,007                   6,833,299                   (26,291)                0%
28,081,892                29,064,550               (982,658)            ‐3%

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 235,645,900             234,021,082            1,624,818          1%

Reserve Adjustment (534,307)                     (779,021)                     244,714                ‐31%

TOTAL EXPENSES 235,111,593             233,242,061            1,869,532          1%

TOTAL BUDGET 221,021,367$           219,768,593$           1,252,774$         0.6%

Vancouver Police Department

2014 Budget

 


